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November/December 2018 New Releases

Magic Little Meals
Making the most of homegrown produce

LoLo Houbein and Tori arbon

HB 352 PP 200 x 200 Full colour t/out ISBN 9781743055793 Food/Gardening $49.95
Warm, witty and wise, this practical garden-to-table cookbook will help you not just to grow your own  
food – but eat it, too.
Put yourself in the expert hands of gardening guru Lolo Houbein, author of the international hit One Magic Square, and 
organic farmer Tori Arbon, of urban foodgrowing workshops Magic Harvest.
Find out how to grow (and prepare) more than fifty fruits and vegetables, with recipes ranging from simple snacks and 
finger food to inventive soups and salads, warming stews and curries, to dinner-party risottos and vegetable roasts. 
Whether your taste runs to French onion soup or Hungarian goulash, spanakopita or sweet potato fritters, you’ll find 
bountiful ideas for turning your garden produce into delicious food.
Magic Little Meals includes a host of bonus garden tips, on everything from edible garden activities for children to filling a 
raised garden bed.
Key selling points
• Growing and eating your own food has never been more topical or on-trend – and Lolo helped popularise it with 

the international bestseller One Magic Square.
• Magic Little Meals is a back-to-basics, anyone-can-make version of Stephanie Alexander’s Kitchen Garden 

Companion, ideal for customers attracted to the philosophy, but daunted by complex recipes.

Previous titles by Lolo Houbein – stock up on backlist!

Lead Titles: Food and Gardening
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A  
Christmas  

Cracker!

Perfect gift 

for foodies 

and market 

lovers!

Adelaide Central Market
Stories, people and recipes

Fiona roberTs and KaTie spain

HB 496 PP 270 x 210 Full colour t/out ISBN 9781743056035 Food $79.95
Adelaide Central Market: Stories, people and recipes tells the tale of Adelaide’s greatest treasure.
These pages capture the memories of traders of yesteryear and the familiar faces who make the Adelaide Central Market 
such a lively place today. Here you’ll find delicious seasonal-driven recipes from stallholders’ families, producers and chefs 
from around the state.
Adelaide Central Market has been feeding our city, body and soul, for 150 years. This book of fabulous stories, recipes and 
images tells its tale, from humble beginnings to a world-renowned cultural and culinary cornucopia.
Key selling points
• Beautifully designed and presented in sumptuous full-colour, this is a very Australian Christmas gift for foodies 

who relish the freshness, quality and discovery of market shopping and eating.
• Adelaide Central Market is renowned across Australia for the quality of its produce: it’s a major SA tourist 

attraction, and has fans all over the country. 
• Rich with recipes, this unique celebration of market shopping is also a dynamite cookbook that will appeal to 

fans of SA’s own Maggie Beer, Stephanie Alexander and Poh Ling Yeow (whose delicious bakery-cafe Jamface is 
an Adelaide Central Market staple).

Previous title by Fiona Roberts – stock up on backlist!
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ONe MAgiC SquARe
PB 9781862547643 $45.00
Lolo Houbein’s bestselling guide 
to growing your own food in 
just one square metre.
‘An engaging and motivational 
guide to growing your own food 
... very easy to follow.’ – 
Sumptuous
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CALeNDAR Of CAkeS 
PB 9781743053836 $29.95

Calendar of Cakes offers a cake for every week of the year, plus cakes for special occasions. Easy-
to-follow recipes using each season’s freshest flavours, combined with a comprehensive baking 
guide and SACWA cooks’ tips make this your cake cookbook of the year.

‘A cook book that will teach you how to make cakes properly so that they taste the way cakes 
should taste.’ – ANZ Litlovers LitBlog

OutSiDe the MAgiC SquARe  
PB 9781743050118 $45.00
The philosophy behind One Magic 
Square.
‘An insightful, informed and 
practical survival guide for our 
eating future.’ – Simon Bryant
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foundational fictions in South Australian history
ediTed by CaroLyn CoLLins and pauL sendziuK

PB 264 PP 234 x 156 10 B&W images ISBN 9781743056066 History $34.95

In this lively, provocative collection, some of Australia’s leading historians – and a Miles Franklin shortlisted historical 
novelist – challenge established myths, narratives and ‘beautiful lies’ about South Australia’s past. Some are unmasked as 
false stories that mask brutal realities, like colonial violence – while others are revealed as simplistic versions of more 
complex truths.

In Foundational Fictions, which grew out of a series of public lectures at the University of Adelaide, an impressive range of 
contributors suggest different ways in which familiar narratives of South Australia can be interpreted. These essays tap into 
wider debates, too, about the nature and purpose of history – and the ‘history wars’ first flamed by John Howard.

Stuart Macintyre highlights South Australia’s central role in several national events. humphrey Mcqueen questions the 
origins and influence of the money behind South Australia’s so-called progressive founding. Lucy treloar suggests 
historians can learn from novelists when it comes to understanding the past. And Steven Anderson argues that Don 
Dunstan’s achievement in abolishing capital punishment owed much to a historical movement.

Pens and Bayonets
Letters from the Front by Soldiers of Yorke Peninsula during the Great War

ediTed and wiTH CommenTary by don Longo

PB 358 PP 234 x 156 B&W images t/out ISBN 9781743056103 Australian History $39.95

Pens and Bayonets gives voice to the young Australian soldiers who volunteered to fight for our freedom in the Great War. 
South Australia, and Yorke Peninsula in particular, were proud to provide soldiers for their country. They answered the call 
willingly, with many thinking it may be all over before they got there. How wrong they were. 

The letters were written during quiet periods and give an insight and sometimes graphic account of the day-to-day 
encounters during the Gallipoli campaign and various offensives on the Western Front and Palestine.

Communication options abound in the modern age, but imagine the challenges of 100 years ago, with your son, brother, 
uncle or nephew on the other side of the world, fighting in what we now know to be horrendous conditions, writing a letter 
home. The letters the soldiers received, many weeks after being written, gave comfort and solace to these men, and 
provided their only contact with loved ones. Don Longo has gathered many of these moving letters and set them in their 
historical context to bring these soldiers back to life.

South Australia
State of transformation

ediTed by JoHn spoeHr

PB 296 PP 234 x 156 Colour images t/out ISBN 9781743056059 Politics/Australiana $49.95

South Australia – and the world – is entering a time of transformational change: social, economic, industrial and 
environmental. As a new government takes the reins, it has the power to shape the future of our state and its citizens at a 
crucial moment.

The automotive industry has closed, but maritime shipbuilding projects are booming. Automation and artificial intelligence 
technologies are on the rise – and with them, both fears of jobs lost and the promise of increased productivity and 
wellbeing. Which way will we go?

In this insightful collection of essays, some of South Australia’s leading policy thinkers consider our future in the context of 
jobs, our economy and its drivers, industrial relations, law and order, the environment, education, health (including ageing 
and aged care) and more.

Colonial Settlers on the River torrens
roger irvine For THe CiTy oF CampbeLLTown

PB 168 PP 265 x 218  Colour images t/out ISBN 9781743056042 History $39.95

This book tells the stories of the first generation of European settlers to take up properties on the upper reaches of the 
River Torrens in the north-east area of Adelaide, after the colony of South Australia began in 1836. They were the first to 
intensively cultivate the land in the present-day suburbs of Campbelltown, Paradise and Athelstone. 

The outstanding historical achievement of these settlers was their major contribution to the development of horticulture. 
Another important narrative, however, was the displacement of the Aboriginal population. This book acknowledges that 
Europeans were not the first settlers in this region – and recounts the harsh treatment of the indigenous Kaurna people.

South Australian: History, Economics and Politics
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kin
An extraordinary Australian filmmaking family
ediTed by amanda duTHie

PB 198 PP 210 x 140 31 B&W images t/out ISBN 9781743056028 Film $24.95

In Kin: An extraordinary Australian filmmaking family, artists and filmmakers from all over the world pay tribute to the indomitable 
freda glynn and her family. Freda championed Aboriginal screen storytelling with global impact, helping establish CAAMA and 
Imparja Television in the 1980s. Her daughter erica glynn and son Warwick thornton are internationally renowned filmmakers, 
and her grandchildren Dylan River and tanith glynn-Maloney bring a fresh vision to the third generation.

‘What I love is that when they stand together as a family we get to see what they have given to our Australian screen industry, 
their extraordinary impact and legacy.’ – Deborah Mailman

Key selling points
• This unique celebration of an Indigenous family of prominent filmmakers, including Warwick Thornton (Samson and Delilah), is perfect 

for this cultural moment, when the importance of representing diverse and Indigenous voices on our screens is an urgent issue.

• Includes essays from some of Australia’s biggest film names, including Deborah Mailman, Scott hicks, David Stratton and 
Margaret Pomeranz.
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Distributed by Wakefield Press

Middle kingdom
A colonial history of the highlands of Papua New Guinea

James sinCLair

Jacketed HB 486 PP 297 x 214 B&W images t/out ISBN 9781863333344 History $89.95

This classic, clear-eyed account, writes renowned historian Bill Gammage, is ‘the most comprehensive record of first contact 
anywhere in the world’. Middle Kingdom chronicles the European ‘discovery’, exploration, ‘pacification’ and development of the 
Papua New Guinea Highlands to 1975, during the decades when PNG was an Australian colony. Jim Sinclair’s book goes far beyond 
sagas of exploration to document the region’s development through administration, industry and a growing infrastructure.

‘Middle Kingdom is as detailed and well researched as a history should be, but the anecdotes, illustrations, maps and superb index 
offer an outstanding experience for the reader. It is a book for every location between the coffee table and the university library, a 
wonderful compendium of a critical time in the history of PNG written by a man who understood the significance of the period in 
which he was both an important participant and an acute observer.’ – Australian

Australian Cricket Digest
7th Edition

ediTed by Lawrie CoLLiver

PB 356 PP 210 x 150 ISBN 9780646991757 Sport $29.95

Professional cricket tragic Lawrie Colliver has been producing the Australian Cricket Digest, his annual almanac for the game, for 
seven years now. This year’s is a bumper edition, with 50 more pages. It features full scores of the women’s league (WBBL) for the 
first time, contributions from Pat Cummins, David Jenkins and Jason Gillespie, reports on The Ashes 2017–18 and the Australian 
domestic summer, and competitions like the Australian Under 19s ODI and Australian Aboriginal teams in England, as well as a 
district/grade cricket review, and National Country Championships. And of course, there’s a preview of the 2018–19 fixtures. This 
passionate, fact-packed almanac will keep cricket fanatics absorbed for hours!9
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Mallee Boys
CHarLie arCHboLd

PB 216 PP 210 x 140 ISBN 9781743055007 Young Adult $24.95
Just to toot our horns one more time ... Charlie Archbold’s bittersweet YA coming-of-age story was an Honour Book in the 
Children’s Book Council of Australia Book of the Year for Older Readers Award 2018.

Bush Mechanics
From Yuendumu to the world
ediTed by mandy pauL and miCHeLangeLo boLognese

PB 88 PP 265 x 218 full-colour images ISBN 9781743055151 $29.95
An exhibition based on the ABC TV series (and Wakefield Press book!) Bush Mechanics will be on at the National Museum in 
Canberra from 3 December 2018 to 3 February 2019! In 2019, the exhibition will travel to Cobb+Co in Toowoomba and Rail 
Workshops Museum in Ipswich (exact dates to be announced).

the Art of Science
Nicolas Baudin’s voyagers 1800–1804
ediTed by Jean Fornasiero, LindL LawTon and JoHn wesT-sooby

PB 176 PP 265 x 218 ISBN 9781743054277 History $39.95
The Art of Science: Baudin’s voyagers 1800–1804 will be on exhibition at the West Australian Museum (WA Maritime Museum) from 
Thursday 13 September to Sunday 9 December. It showcases more than 350 works from the Lesueur Collection held by the Museum 
of Natural History in Le Havre, Normandy, France.

In the news
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qtY title first Author/editor form iSBN Pub. Au Price total
 Magic Little Meals Houbein HB 9781743055793 WP $49.95
 One Magic Square Houbein PB 9781862547643 WP $45.00
 Outside the Magic Sqaure Houbein PB 9781743050118 WP $45.00
 Adelaide Central Market Roberts HB 9781743056035 WP $79.95
 Calendar of Cakes Roberts PB 9781743053836 WP $29.95
 Foundational Fictions in South Australian... Collins PB 9781743056066 WP $34.95
 Pens and Bayonets Longo (ed.) PB 9781743056103 WP $39.95
 South Australia Spoehr PB 9781743056059 WP $49.95
 Colonial Settlers on the River Torrens Irvine PB 9781743056042 WP $39.95
 Kin Duthie (ed.)  PB 9781743056028 WP $24.95
 Middle Kingdom Sinclair JHB 9781863333344 CRP $89.95
 Australian Cricket Digest (7th Edition) Colliver (ed.) PB 9780646991757 ACD $29.95
 Mallee Boys Archbold PB 9781743055007 WP $24.95
 Bush Mechanics Paul (ed.) PB 9781743055151 WP $29.95
 The Art of Science Fornasiero (ed.) PB 9781743054277 WP $39.95
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